HOW TO FILL OUT A PICKSHEET

**Director Name:** Irving Kershner
**Instructor:** G. Lucas

**Phone #:** 555-5555
**NYU #:** N05211980

### CAMERA

1. **DIGITAL CAMERA PACKAGE**
   - INTERMEDIATE FS100 KIT
     - SONY FS100 (XD CAM)
     - ZEISS 2F LENSES w/ sunshades
     - (21mm, 35mm, 85mm)
     - 4x4 MATTEBOX
     - RISER SYSTEM w/ 2x15mm RODS
     - 4x4 FILTERS (ND3, ND6, ND9, POLARIZER)
     - CLOSE-UP FILTERS (+1, +2, +4)
     - DIGITAL LIGHTMETER
     - 2-BATTERIES

2. **SOUND**
   - 702T-CF CARD RECORDER KIT
     - 702T RECORDER w/ portabrace case, BATTERY CHARGER w/ ac cable
     - AC ADAPTER w/ ac cable
     - TIME CODE SLATE
     - 1 - HEADPHONE
     - 1 - XLR MIC CABLE
     - 2 - JAM CABLES
     - 2 - BATTERIES (FOR 702T RECORDER)
     - SOUND DEVICES 302 MIXER w/ portabrace case
     - SOUND ACCESSORY KIT:
       - 5 - 25' MIC CABLES
       - 2 - SHORTY MIC CABLES
       - 50' DUPLEX CABLE
       - SHOCK MOUNT
       - MIC SOFTIE
       - HEADPHONES w/ 1/4" ADAPTER

3. **LIGHTING**
   - 8 - CHIMERA LIGHTBOX
     - X2 KIT
     - CHIMERA CHINA BALL w/ CHIMERA CHINA SOCKET
     - BULB KIT: FEV, EGT, DXW

4. **GRIP & ELECTRIC**
   - 12 - MAGLITES w/ batteries
   - 3 - 14/3 STINGERS
   - 2 - SHORTY XLR
   - 1 - 12/3 QUAD BOXES

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Draw a box around the package you want to take.
2. Draw a line through items you do not want to take.
3. Subtract quantities of items you wish to take less of.
4. Select & Subtract items that are Based On Availability.
5. Email completed picksheets to: reservations-group@nyu.edu

BET ON AVAILABILITY

1. **SKATEBOARD DOLLY**
   - w/ DOLLY HANDLE
   - 2 - 6' METAL TRACK w/ LEVEL
   - 60 - WEDGES
   - 2 - MAFER CLAMPS

2. **SD VIDEO MONITOR**
   - (for Super 16 only) w/ POWER KIT
   - CHIMERA LIGHTBOX
   - CHIMERA CHINA BALL w/ CHIMERA CHINA SOCKET

3. **2K SOFTLITE**
   - X2 KINO FLO DIVA 200 KINO FLO DIVA 400

4. **BREAKAWAY CABLE**
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